
Underline the participial phrase in each of the sentences.

A participial phrase consists of a participle (a word formed from a verb

and sometimes used as an adjective) and any modi!ers and complements.

Example: Setting small targets, designated weekly or monthly, helps kids achieve

                    goals easily.

1) Cities known for their architectural splendor are my favorite.

3) Nothing pleases Dan more than a potato casserole, preferably mashed.

2) Inspired by Mrs. Henderson's speech, Mark went on to study music.

4) Traveling all across Asia, Grandpa explored the great Asian diversity.

5) Thomas showed his assignment, written laboriously, to the teacher. 

6) Kevin owes his !nely chiseled body to years of rigorous exercising.

7) Supported by her teammates, Sara put up a fantastic show.

8) Focusing on the goal, the striker hit the ball accurately.

10) With attractively reduced ticket rates, the amusement park has

sparked new interest among tourists. 

9) We took the badly injured player to the hospital for immediate care.

Participial Phrases

Name :
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Answer key

1) Cities known for their architectural splendor are my favorite.

2) Inspired by Mrs. Henderson's speech, Mark went on to study music.

4) Traveling all across Asia, Grandpa explored the great Asian diversity.

7) Supported by her teammates, Sara put up a fantastic show.

8) Focusing on the goal, the striker hit the ball accurately.

Participial Phrases

A participial phrase consists of a participle (a word formed from a verb

and sometimes used as an adjective) and any modi!ers and complements.

Example: Setting small targets, designated weekly or monthly, helps kids achieve

                    goals easily.

3) Nothing pleases Dan more than a potato casserole, preferably mashed.

5) Thomas showed his assignment, written laboriously, to the teacher. 

6) Kevin owes his !nely chiseled body to years of rigorous exercising.

9) We took the badly injured player to the hospital for immediate care.

Underline the participial phrase in each of the sentences.

Name :

10) With attractively reduced ticket rates, the amusement park has

sparked new interest among tourists. 
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